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Overall research question: What is the influence of translocal livelihoods on gender role patterns in Caguba?

Feminization of Migration
(van Naerssen et al. 2015; Camlin et al. 2014)

• Women globally comprise a share of over 50% of migratns.

• Women can not anymore be seen as “passive”, “husband-following”

migration appendix to male (work) migrants.

• “Like their male counterparts [they] are on the move to seek

opportunities, follow aspirations and earn income.”

Translocal Livelihoods
(Steinbrink und Niedenführ 2017)

• Risk minimization (geographical risk spreading) leads to translocal

livelihood-strategy

• Migrants built translocal social networks

• Within these networks they have phone contact, visit and send money

to their region of origin.

• Household in region of origin and household in region of destination

unite to a single translocal household, connected via the net of the

translocal social network

• Instead of one household at one place united translocal budgeting

spread over several places

Gender Roles
(IOM 2018, Petrozziello 2013)

• “Gender influences reasons for migrating, who migrates and to where,

how people migrate and the networks they use, opportunities and

resources available at destinations, and relations with the country

of origin.”

• “The roles, expectations, relationships and power dynamics

associated with being a man, woman, boy or girl […] significantly

affect all aspects of the migration process, and can also be affected

in new ways by migration.”

Has Caguba a translocal household pattern?

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

RESEARCH QUESTIONS, CORRESPONDENT METHOD AND RESULTS

Caguba

How many man and woman migrated from Caguba? For what reasons do women migrate?

Do women use the translocal networks for their 

migration? 

QUANTITATIVE: HOUSEHOLD SURVEY

QUALITATIVE: GUIDED AND NARRATIVE INTERVIEWS

Why do women (really) migrate? In how far does the translocal livelihoodsystem has 

an impact on (traditional) gender roles?
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Purpose of migration

Local organisation: 23% (30)

Translocal organisation: 77% (98)

Child Grant: 14%

Old Age Pension: 26%

Formal and informal work: 32%

Remittances: 28%

All households

income source

Education Work Spouse Other   

male

female

I want to be someone 

in life, I want to be 

something in life. I 

want more education 

so that I can also 

provide for my 

family. So I won’t 

always depend on 

them my whole life.

My dream would be to 

probably live 

somewhere else, out of 

the Eastern Cape.

My parents don’t know 

about it. At first, they 

won’t allow it. If they don’t 

allow it, then I won’t go.

Translocal Livelihoods

Feminization of Migration

Gender Roles?
Women should take care of the 

house, children, elderlies and 

animals.

1. Women migrate to the town to visit their husbands and stay there.

2. Women migrate to the town, to stay with their boyfriends but their

families don’t know about it.

3. Women migrate to the town, to “visit” friends and search for a job. If

they found one, they’ll stay there.

4. Women ask someone in town (a member of the household or someone

related to the household), to get her a job. Until then, she will stay in

the village and wait.

5. Women use self established (social) networks (outside of the

household) for their migration.

Diversification of women’s tasks: Contribute social resources

(housekeeping, carework, food security, …) and economic resources

 Increasing acceptance of female migration (livelihood strategy or

evidence of changing gender roles?)

Female migration as both – satisfaction of (translocal livelihood)

expectations and escape of (traditional) gender role expectations to

seek individual opportunities and aspirations

Translocal social network creates new (gender) dependencies but

also contributes to reduce individual risks

Translocal livelihoodsystem provokes structural shifts in gender

relations and roles but (traditional) understanding of gender roles is

still influencing the translocal livelihoodsystem.

Additionally to the long existing translocal network (1.-4.) emerges

a younger and smaller network built among women (5.).

Own build network is (more) adapted to women’s needs.
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Timeline of female and male migrants

male female

End of Apartheid

Women should come back to 

their “home” village.

If women migrate, they 

should be in regular 

contact with their 

family/household.

Accepted reasons for 

female migration 

would be

…if she is following 

her husband. 

…if she wants to go to 

school or university 

there.

….if she finds a job

there (if economically 

necessary for the 

household).

Figure 1: South Africa with homelands during Apartheid (until 1994) Figure 2: Household survey coverage

Figure 3: Meeting of research team with local 

chief and family

Figure 6: Two interviewees

Figure 7: Woman on the way to the city

Figure 4: Timeline of female and male migrants (own sample and draft) Figure 5: Purposes of  female and male Migration (own sample and draft)

Individual desires vs.                    Expectations, rules, norms


